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and set up seen physiques human anatomy atlas in your pc, it is
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definitions, pronunciations and varied illnesses descriptions. all at one
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unique visual challenge of presenting images of human anatomy. the
atlases are based on medical ct and mri images of the human body

and can be represented as structured 3d surfaces. we present a
complete workflow for creating anatomically realistic 3d atlases. it
consists of the following steps: data acquisition, data preparation,

atlas creation, and atlas evaluation. the workflow is aimed at
biologists, who are interested in understanding the normal anatomy

of human body structures and in identifying and locating these
structures in the context of their functions. we demonstrate the
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workflow by creating two atlases: one of normal human anatomy, the
other of a subset of the brain and cerebellum. the former is an atlas

of the entire body, and the latter is an atlas of selected brain regions.
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64 an anatomical
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detailed map for

medical and
biological studies
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understanding
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normal anatomy
and the

development and
function of

structures, and for
determining the

etiology of
congenital

abnormalities.
unfortunately, for

biologists,
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generating such
atlases is difficult,

especially ones
with the

informative
content and

aesthetic quality
that characterize
human anatomy
atlases. building

such atlases
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knowledge of the

species being
studied and

experience with an
art form that can
faithfully record
and present this

knowledge, both of
which require

extensive training
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anatomy app - this
interactive

anatomy education
platform brings
together human
models, content,
and cutting edge
technology. easily

navigate the
model, use the
dissecting tools,
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path of a nerve.

explore over 1000
detailed videos.
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